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Commissioner’s
Welcome
Patty Blacklock
Welcome to the fun and exciting 20102011 USA Volleyball season with the
Iroquois Empire Volleyball Association
(IREVA).
Our Board of Directors has many new
initiatives that we need your help in
taking part in to see them come to
fruition, and in some instances, to assist
in the planning, staffing, and
implementation of the event or program.
IREVA is on Facebook. So please find
us, join, and pass it on to any and all we
should be communicating with. Also,
please contact our Communications
Director, or any Board of Director
member you know, if you have ideas on
how we can make ours a Facebook page
that everyone wants to have and follow.
We want to encourage and support
initiatives for developing youth and
boys volleyball, as well as outdoor and
sitting volleyball, but need those with an
interest to step up and talk with us about
who else may be able to help, what
specific events / programs can we begin,
when and where can we make them
happen, and how do we get participants
to attend!
We will continue our efforts in and
support of our ever growing High
Performance Program, well intended
Referee Development Program, and
Coaching Education events. Please,
contact us about your interest in any of
these areas, whether it is as a
participant, volunteer, or positive
contributor of any sort.
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Our web site continues to be updated
regularly, as information changes, so
please check it often (www.ireva.org)
and contact the appropriate Board
member (see Contact Info) if you have
any questions or need further assistance.
Please make sure you renew or set up
your membership now. Our
Registration page, on-line, will assist
you in completing the necessary steps.
It is imperative that you update any
changes in your information (address,
telephone, e-mail, etc.), through your
Club Administrator, during the season;
and please, keep your username and
password for this system in a safe place
for easy retrieval when needed.
Congratulations to all athletes and teams
who participated in post season events
(USA Nationals, Regional or National
High Performance Camps and/or
Championships, etc.). We are
extremely proud and appreciative of you
representing IREVA at these events and
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hope that you had positive experiences
to share with others so they, too, will
expand their exposure to such
magnificent volleyball opportunities.
Congratulations also go out to the
officials, both referees and
scorekeepers, who were successful in
upgrading their national / international
ratings this year.
My thanks goes out to all of our
Program and Club Directors, Team
Reps, Coaches, and Tournament
Directors for providing the numerous
opportunities that they do for
participation in our incredible sport.
Volleyball is one of the very few sports
that can be participated in for well into
the senior years. Therefore, I would
encourage everyone to keep striving to
increase the number of people we get
involved at all levels of talent and points
of the age continuum.
Let’s continue the trend of the
volleyball community being one of the
few consistently demonstrating (on and
off the court) the values and importance

of teamwork, commitment, dedication,
camaraderie, appreciation of others, and
the willingness to help others when in
need by working together as a region
sharing resources, talents, ideas,
facilities, etc. to ultimately grow the
lifelong sport of volleyball for
participants at all levels (recreation to
AA), genders, and ages (youth to golden
masters), as well as, implementing
programs to develop players to their
maximum potential thereby improving
the national representation of the
Iroquois Empire region at all levels of
competition.
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In closing, I will ask you again, to
please, join me, and our dedicated
Board members, to make our region
grow with increased numbers of
tournaments, teams, officials, and
members to expose to the various levels
of the wonderful and thrilling sport of
volleyball!
Have a great season!!
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two challenge matches and worked our
way into the single elimination copper
bracket.

Arsenal
BJ Carson
This year coming into nationals Arsenal
had very high hopes. Over the past
three years, Arsenal has moved up a
level each year and this year we
competed at the A level. We had one of
the most talent teams that Arsenal has
ever had so we had high expectations.
Unfortunately those expectations were
not met.
We had a rough start losing our first
four games of pool play and everyone
was starting to get a little frustrated with
losing. After changing our lineup a
little we finally won our last pool play
match which put us into the copper
challenge matches. I think that a lot of
teams that end up in the copper division
give up and stop trying because they
underperformed, but not Arsenal. Even
though it’s not what we wanted, we still
played hard. We cruised through the
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that Arsenal has ever had at nationals,
but I don’t think I have had more fun
and felt that we were more of a team
than this year.

After losing our first four matches of
nationals we came together and didn’t
drop another match winning our next 8
matches getting us to the copper finals.
We ended up falling behind early in the
first game of finals 8-2 and just like
before, we didn’t give up fighting to tie
the game up and eventually winning
that game. After being up big in the
first game and then eventually losing to
us, the other team’s spirit was broken
and we finished them off in two games
winning the copper division.
Again, we had much higher hopes than
simply winning the copper bracket but I
couldn’t have been more proud of the
team. Guys stepped up and played as a
team. Some guys had their roles
changed and did it for the betterment of
the team without a single complaint and
for that I couldn’t have been more
grateful. It was actually the worst finish
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Boomers Bangers
Mike Shorkey
For the 11th year in a row Boomers
participated in the USAV Volleyball
Championships. We also were
fortunately able to post our 10th
successive BB regional championship
against our new nemesis Arsenal.
We arrived in Phoenix to play in the 40
team Men’s BB Division. I only
returned 3 players from last years team
that finished 2nd in A. One of the main
issues we had going in was that I had an
accident & had a grade II shoulder
separation with tendon/muscle tears. I
was delegated at regionals & nationals
to serve underhand, not swing or even
power throw. This year I took a bunch
of FK’s and rooks. This included FK’s
Spencer Hilland, Steve Sisson, Sean
Kainuma & Adam Richwalder as well
as the experienced vets of Ben Rutt, Jim
Sculley, Sean Clements (eldest!) &
myself (Shorkey).
The first two days of the tournament
were used for our 7 team pool. We
played very well in pool and finished 60. We had to exert a lot of energy to win
and might have used more of our tank
than we would have liked. In the Gold
challenge match we played a team that
we matched up well with but on the
court we had no answer for one of their
players who seemingly had their way
with us. Although we ended up
finishing 13th out of 40 and tops from
our region we felt a bit disappointed as
we felt we were a top 8 team but did not

get there this year.
Hopefully next
year we will have a
better finish.
Special thanks to
Rob Lainhart who
came to support us
and then ended up
taking the reigns
on scouting other
teams and helping
our team. But let’s
not forget the
highlights & lowlights of other activities
we engaged in (no particular order &
others I forgot):
-

-

-

-

Weather was great. Anytime you
get over 100° its perfect weather.
Hotel was awesome & across street.
Our hotel waitress Jamelah hooking
us up with our drinks many times.
Although her rhinestones/piercings
were a topic that will last
Watching the Diamondbacks play
and winning (although the heckler
behind us was entertaining to say
the least)
“Rooster” blocking the FK, Diva
and bloodshot eyes = Spencer
Climbing Camelback/Echo
Mountain (difficult terrain but what
a view)
‘Coercing’ kids to sleep on floor
Driving tour of Arizona & houses
built into mountains. Very cool
indeed, especially the lunch (sticky
buns) & view
Team Swagger watch-a-thon
Alarm clock with math problem to
solve before you could turn it off
IPad and texas hold ‘em poker
addiction

-

-

Bike taxis utilized by our eldest
player numerous times
Kit doing the ‘Dikembe’ finger wag
Hotel team beverage consumption
with a certain member in tight-ies
(ewww!)
A veteran roomate player making
comments the entire week about a
certain gal (problem is she enjoyed
it)
Adam getting into bench chair
altercation with referee
Referee issue with our undershirts
(are you serious?!)
Playing F.O.K.A game for WAY
too long with too much details
needed
Always enjoy supporting teams and
being supported from our area
teams
Having head security guy getting
hit in the head during practice &
reaction afterward

Thanks to Boomer’s Bangers for
another successful season. We look
forward to doing it again next year
hopefully.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Final Approach
Ben Rosenthal
This was the fifth National Tournament
for us with a mostly returning team.
Most of the team played together all
season again this year and with a couple
last minute additions, who were able to
play a tournament or two with us before
nationals, we were looking very strong
going to Phoenix this year.
The members of Final Approach for the
2010 USAV Open Championships in
Phoenix, AZ were Ben Rosenthal
L/OPP – Captain, Pat Conway OH, Josh
Bornt OH, John Leighton S, Jared
Chamberlin MB, Ryan Johnson MB,
Kyle Ray L, and Josh Huntley DS.
Most of us arrived in Phoenix around
noon on Tuesday so we could relax for
the rest of the day and start playing
refreshed Wednesday. We were
expecting that we would be playing the
morning session this year but we found
ourselves playing afternoon sessions
again this year. We found a good
Mexican restaurant for lunch and
headed to the players party that evening.
We had two matches scheduled for the
first Day. Our first match was against
More Cowbell (GE) and we made quick
work of them (25-13, 15-14). Our
second and final match of the day went
equally well against Warhawks (LS)
(25-21, 25-21). This was our best start
at nationals yet so we went for a team
dinner to Hooters where they had all
you can eat wings and of course a
couple pitchers of beer to wash them
down. Our celebration of our
undefeated day continued at a local bar
where we had a round or two and were
just about to head back to the hotel
when Jackass came in to start their night
of partying. We ended up staying until
the bar closed and had a fantastic night.
Perhaps it was from our night of
celebrating or we were just playing
better teams but our second day did not
go as well as our first. We faced
Providence Volleyball (NE) where we
fought hard but ended up losing in two
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(17-25, 16-25), Team
Hollywood (IA), losing
in two (19-25, 17-25),
and Marysville Goodyear (LK), again
losing in two (17-25, 2125). After an undefeated
day one were not in the
highest spirits after the
results of day two.
Another team dinner at
Uno’s and an early might
for most going into the
bronze challenge match
tomorrow.
Day 3 started with our bronze challenge
match in the afternoon against Outpost
Sports (GL). They put up a bit of a fight
but we took them in two (25-21, 25-18).
We were officially in the bronze
bracket, not exactly where we had
hoped to be but we were determined to
take it all the way. We had two bracket
matches to play today. The first was
against GOAT (GP) who we beat in two
(25-21, 25-17), and the second was
against a team we knew very well,
Serves U Right (IE). We both fought
hard but we won the first game. They
came back strong in the second game
but we would not let up and ultimately
won the match (25-20, 26-24). We
were now facing the semi-finals in the
morning of day 4, something we were
all looking forward to.

and won the match (25-0, 25-23). The
final match was against a team we
played in pool play, Team Hollywood
(IA). We won the first set in a great
game from both teams. The second set
we got into a slump and lost. The third
set was a fantastic game with the lead
going back and forth. We were ahead
and had the chance to win it but they
came back and we finally lost it (25-23,
20-25, 21-23).
I had high hopes again this year for the
team this year and was not disappointed.
Of course a medal would have been the
best outcome but 2nd in bronze, 18th
overall (out of 38)puts about the same
rank as last year even though we were
in silver. The bar has been set high for
next year and we are looking forward to
the challenge.

Most of us arrived to the convention
center early on day 4 to cheer on the
other IREVA teams still in the running.
As we were there we heard an
announcement for the team we were
supposed to be playing, Kings VBC
(GL), to report to their court for their
work assignment. It looked as though
they were going to miss it which would
give us a pretty good advantage going
into our match against them. As warmups begun for our match they still
hadn’t arrived and we were getting
excited for a forfeit unto the final. We
took advantage of the warm-up time and
got loose thinking we would be cruising
thru to the finals when they finally
showed up. We got a forfeit from them
for the first set but played the second.
We started off strong taking advantage
of the fact they didn’t get to warm up

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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semi-final match
but lost in finals
to finish in
second. We all
wanted to win
and left it all on
the court. Even
though we didn’t
come in first, we
were all very
happy with the
end result and
had a lot of fun
doing it.

H n’ B
This was H n’ B’s second trip to
Nationals. It was a new experience for
three of our teammates, while four of us
attended in Minneapolis in 2009.
Phoenix was amazing; the weather was
great and our hotel was very nice. We
were all excited to be there and play
together.
Our first day went well and so did the
days that followed. Some matches were
easier than others, and we went to three
games on most of the more challenging
matches. We definitely dug deep and
worked together as a team in those
difficult matches, and whether we won
or lost, we gave it our all and played
well. After pool play we were reranked into the Silver bracket, but lost
our first match which placed us into
Bronze. We ended up having to play a
team from our own region to advance to
bronze semi-finals. We won and did
just that. The next day we won the
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Hangman
Aaron Kemmer
It was an interesting journey for us.
There were many highs and lows for our
season. Plagued by injuries, I don't
even know if we ever played with the
same guys in two straight tourneys all
year. When the season started we had
Aaron Kemmer setting, Doug Gordon
and Bob Backstrom outside, Curt
Devonitch and Rob Gray middle, and
Ed Decker right side, with Jay Woods
libero. Well Jay, Bob, and Ed all
decided not to play so we were in quite
the predicament from the start.
We were lucky that I was able to switch
back to strong side, and bring back our
seasoned vet Tom Rogers to set. Sean
Lammerts kindly helped us out and
returned to Right side where he played
the previous year and a Bostonian came
to town and helped us out at libero,
Tyler Barbera.

This trip brought
a lot of us closer
together than
we’ve ever been.
Some memorable moments were
watching the USA teams play, going to
Majarles, Rose & Crown and Alice
Coopers, waiting for the shuttle,
lounging by the pool, Tricia’s pose,
Kerri’s six-pack and the Brazil team not
knowing how to call lines. We also all
enjoyed getting to know the other teams
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Our play was as consistent as our roster
but none of that matters because
everybody on the team were friends or
became friends so no matter whether
enduring low or high moments, we all
enjoyed a good beer before, after or
during practice and tournaments. That
lager really helped us shine at times.
Well that and Jack 3D.
Nationals were chaotic and really went
along with the season. A couple people
dropped out, so I was scrambling almost
till lift off. Adam Vaughn was able to
hook us up and play outside and Jared
Bazan was able to play opposite and
middle. We got a defensive specialist
from Nebraska too. Three guys had
plane problems and our setter missed
the first match. That was a blessing in a
way because that is when we found out
Rob Gray could play with 2 broken
fingers. He ended up being one of our
most consistent guys. Truly
unbelievable! I can't thank him enough.
We were up and down, playing to our
competition. We definitely

and people that play in our region
better. Some memorable quotes were…
“Hey Baby”, “I’m so proud of you”,
“That is NOT what she said”, “There’s
a tiger in the bathroom”, “eeezzbbraa”
“The bird is staring at me”. Overall it
was an awesome trip with some great
friends and great memories.
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belonged. After our many highs and
lows, it was all good because after our
matches we retreated to the pool and hot
tub with a beer in hand.
Outside of volleyball we saw a whole
lot of Arizona, some I hope I never see
again, but some that I will never forget
;) As always, it is fun to go new places,
especially with some of your closest
friends. I want to thank them all for
sticking through such an erratic season
and making it a fun one.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Melissa Armstrong, Coach
This year BOYS JO Nationals took
place in Austin Texas. For the fourth
year in a row, Lakeside VBC has had
the privilege in representing IREVA at
this year’s JO Nationals. In the three
previous years we competed in the
OPEN division; this year we
competed in the Club division. The
club division consisted of 54 teams
from around the continental United
States and as far away as Los Vegas,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canada.

Day Two brought greater competition in
the form of teams from Friendswood

.
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Although still feeling the effects of our
previous days lose in the gold division,
our team played extremely hard on that
last day and throughout the entire
tournament. As their coach, I was
extremely proud of this group of young
men. Over the years, they have
represented themselves, their families,
Lakeside and IREVA with enthusiasm,
respect and dignity both on and off the
court. Of the 10 members of this year’s
Lakeside BeachBum's, 9 of them will be
moving on to college next year, with 7
of them continuing their playing
careers at Endicott, Sage, Elmira, and
Ohio State. It has been our pleasure to
represent IREVA, and let the rest of the
country know that Volleyball is alive
and kicking in the Capital region of
New York State.

Day Three brought on our biggest
challenge. Not only did we have to play
against the #1 seed (Highline-Black)
from Long Beach California, but we
would have to play them on the main
court (ct#1). The other two teams in
this pool would be Cincinnati Attack
from Cleveland Ohio and Highline-Red
also from Long Beach, California.
Seeded 3rd in this pool, our goal was to
win two matches in order proceed in the
gold division. Unfortunately, we ended
the day 1-2 winning against Cincinnati
Attack, but losing in a heated battle
against Highline Red 27-25/25-20 and
then losing to the #1 seed HighlineBlack.

Going into the tournament our team was
seed 8th overall. Being seeded 8th
allowed us to then be seeded 1st in our
pool on Day One. We competed against
teams from Louisville Kentucky,
Denver Colorado and Kettering Ohio.
We won our pool with a record of 3-0
for the day. Winning our pool allowed
us to again be seeded 1st in our pool on
Day Two of the tournament.

.

With our quest for Gold ended, we
spent our final day of competition in the
hunt for the silver division
championship. Our convincing win
against Sports Performance from
Aurora Illinois put us in the quarter
finals against SCVC from Redondo
Beach California. Unfortunately,
maintaining the high level of energy and
excellence proved extremely
challenging and we were unsuccessful
in proceeding to the semi-final round.

Texas, Cave Creek Arizona, and Las
Vegas Nevada. Having split our first
two matches, losing to Texas in three
games and then winning against Vegas
in three games, we were faced with the
challenge of beating the team from
Arizona and winning our pool or losing
and coming in 4th place. (The first and
second place winner of this pool would
proceed in the gold division). The
possibility of competing in the Gold
division (for the first time) was exciting
and that is exactly how our team played
against the team from Arizona, winning
that match 25-20/25-22.

Lakeside
BeachBums 18U
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DNR
Participating in the 2010 USAV
Nationals seemed to be a mixed bag of
feelings. As players, we want to
compete in the most games possible and
that number fell short of expectations.
The first two days of pool play we had a
total of five matches. When playoffs
started they had only two divisions, gold
and silver. At the 55 level, they only
had a gold division. With the way
playoffs were run, unless you were one
of the top teams, you could be out on
the third day. That happened to us and
many other teams which made for a
very hefty price tag of over $100 per
match! When other expenses of flight,
hotel, rental car, food, etc are added
in…..it doesn’t seem to be worth it.

6

As a spectator, the Nationals are great
for the volleyball enthusiast. Seeing the
different levels, cheering on fellow
IREVA players and meeting new
players all add to the total experience.
I feel that the USAV organization is
going to be hurting themselves by
following this current format. More
players will not be returning because of
this price/playing time ratio. I feel that
they should be striving for increased
participation rather than decreasing
involvement from its members.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Legion Black
James Hosley
The 2010 season marked the second
official season for Legion Black out of
the IREVA region. The team had a
strong year, placing 3rd at the Siena
tournament in February, placing 5th at
an AA tournament in Penn State, and
winning a BB tournament at Sage
among other strong finishes. We were
looking to build on our 3 and 5 record in
match play in Minneapolis at the A
level.
With standout players from Burnt Hills
Mike Pelletier and AJ Witkofski, raw
athletes in Keenan Albright and Tom
German from Pennsylvania, and guys
who have been playing on the beach for
over ten years a piece like Zack
Chambers and Scott Fitzgerald, the
roster was loaded with talent. The team
was asked multiple times by the players
on the Legion Blue team who were
competing in open, why we were not
competing in AA. But just because a
team has endless talent, does not mean
they will always win as we found out.
On our first day in Phoenix we had two
matches ahead of us. We played
Bradford club very strong, but lost 1-2
in a 3 game set (22-25, 25-22, 8-15).
This would be the story of our Nationals
experience. A few hours later we played
the eventual 1st place winner of Men’s
A, a club from California, Team 805.
With two devastating outsides that both
went on to win all-tournament team
honors, we had our work cut out for us.
Playing them very tight the entire
match, we went on to drop another
game 3 to finish our first day 0-2 in
match play and 2-4 in set play. Scores
for this marathon match were 20-25, 2522, and 19-21.
Our second day in Phoenix was exactly
like our first day; we could not win a
game three. We got off to a decent start,
but it took until the end of the day to put
it all together. Playing Northshore Grey
from the Garden Empire in our first
match, we lost 1-2 in a 3 game set (2826, 21-25, 10-15). Playing Shinkara

Blue from the Rocky Mountain region,
we lost 1-2 in another 3 game set (1625, 26-24, 6-15). We were now 0-4 in
match play and 4-8 in set play. With our
heads hanging low and a final pool play
match against an undefeated Angry
Dragons from the Keystone Empire, we
turned it around to end day number two
on a positive note. Playing the eventual
7th place winner overall in Men’s A, we
went on to dominate a team we face
several times a year 2-0 (25-21, 25-22).
Feeling good about a strong finish and a
matchup tomorrow against a team that
had only won one game, we felt we
could sneak into the copper bracket and
finish in the middle of the pack. We
finished pool play with a 5th place finish
out of six, a better finish than last
year’s.
Day number three at Phoenix turned out
to be quite possibly the most
disappointing performance Legion
Black has ever had at a tournament. We
came out completely flat in the morning
and lost 0-2 (17-25, 22-25) to Hasenet
from the Garden Empire. This loss
placed us in the flight 2 bracket and the
team morale was very low. Facing Fine
Cut Interiors, a team that we have never
lost a match to, in the first round of
flight 2 gave us a good outlook. We
thought we could at least end our
tournament with a few wins before
going home. Losing 1-2 (25-23, 20-25,
10-15) in a 3 game set showed that we
never gelled as a group or played up to
the potential that we could have. We
finished 1-6 in match play and 7-12 in
set play. Ironically, we had the exact
same record we did last year in
Minneapolis in set play, but because we
could not win a single game three all
tournament, we tied for last in Phoenix.
Despite a disappointing finish at
Phoenix, the young Legion Black team
looks to build on this performance and
make the necessary changes to bounce
back in 2011.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Legion Blue
Chris Hosley
Roster:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#11
#15

Chris Hosley
Sean Morrison
Vincent Tuminelli
Matthew Smith
Gregory Higgins
Robert Soris
Phil Slocum
Stu Katz
Jon Keller
William Foley
James Seitelman

Despite a slow start at the 2010 USA
Open, Legion Blue managed to come
back to make the Silver Bracket finals
and finish 8th overall in the Open
Division. Below are the results of our
pool play and playoff matches:
Match #1 vs. Guaynabo Mets
Loss 3-1 (25-22, 25-19, 23-25, 25-21)
Match #2 vs. Lights Out
Loss 3-0 (25-21, 25-15, 25-23)
Match #3 vs. Team Nightlife Nation
Win 3-0 (25-21, 25-20, 25-19)
Match #4 vs. FVVC
Loss 3-0 (25-19, 25-22, 25-23)
Match #5 vs. UACH
Win 3-2 (24-26, 25-19, 25-22, 20-25,
15-13)
Match #6 vs. Creole
Loss 3-1 (25-21, 20-25, 25-20, 25-19)
Legion Volleyball Club would like to
thank IREVA and all of its members for
the continued support throughout the
years and again in Phoenix, AZ in 2010.
Our most important attribute is the
growing numbers of participants in our
region. I felt like I could walk around to
any court and find someone I knew. So
again, thanks to all.

8
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Legion Dynamite
Girls Juniors
During the 2009-10 club volleyball
season, the Legion Volleyball Club 17-1
(Dynamite) team was delighted to be
able to represent IREVA at the JO
National Championships in Reno,
Nevada. As a coach I was proud to
coach this group of young women
consisting of Bridget Haggerty (Troy,
NY), Monica Hall (Niverville, NY),
Sarah Malsch (Brunswick, NY), Rachel
Martin (Troy, NY), Mandy Schott
(Niskayuna, NY), Sylvia Sorriento
(Troy, NY), Nancy Vickerson
(Brunswick, NY), and Ellie Wagner
(Voorheesville, NY). Our season was
full of setting goals and working hard to
achieve those goals. In order to do so,
our coaching staff was challenged to
bring energy and intensity to each and
every practice in an attempt to raise the
level of play. In the month leading up
to the national tournament, we were
fortunate to have three Division-I
volleyball players from the University
of Albany assist us in practices. The
Legion Dynamite would like to send out
a special thanks to Casey Wright,
Teresa Coppiellie (America East AllConference First Team), and Brooke
Stanley (America East All-Conference
First Team, America East Player of the
Year, and America East Setter of the
Year) for their contributions to our
success.
For those coaches, players and club
directors who have never experienced a
national tournament, it is an amazing
experience. To venture outside of our
region and see the best that other
regions have to offer is quite a treat. In
our first match in Reno we played
against a team with a core of athletes,
two of which are going to UCLA and
BYU on full rides, and a third ranked as
one of the top 25 in the country by
prepvolleyball.com. We got to face
teams from California, Texas, Florida,
Virginia, Wisconsin, and Hawaii. All of
the girls we played, even though from
different states, all share the same
passion and love of volleyball. The
experience is nothing that can be

compared to an in-region tournament.
Outside of volleyball we got to go
swimming in Lake Tahoe surrounded by
snow-capped mountains. What an
amazing trip for players, parents and
coaches.
I asked the team some questions about
their experience, and here is what they
had to say:
•

•

One the first day I was proud of the
way we played and thought we
were capable of winning a few
matches, even though we didn’t, I
still thought we had improved a
huge amount. ~ Sylvia Sorriento
(Commenting on what the first day
of nationals was like) Honestly? It
was something like, "Holy crap,
she's good! No wait, look at her!
Oh my god, what about her, she's
amazing?!" Being surrounded by
some of the best young volleyball
players in the country was
rewarding in a thousand different
ways. It exposed those of us who
hadn't been to Nationals before, to
truly competitive volleyball…The
first day, and the rest of the
tournament, was an event, an
emotion, and an experience that I
truly hope most of us will carry for
the rest of our lives. ~ Mandy
Schott

•

Qualifying for nationals is a huge
honor. It’s an honor to represent
our Region, and it’s an individual
honor for every player on the team
to be there. By competing at this
level, we challenge ourselves to
become better athletes, better
teammates, and better individuals.
~ Ellie Wagner

•

I felt really honored to be on a team
that qualified for the junior national
championships. When we
officially qualified for nationals I
was really excited to travel across
the country and compete at such a
high and challenging level. ~ Sarah
Malsch

•

I don't think I was all that nervous
on the first day. Well, maybe I was,
but it was different. I was just so
excited to be there that I didn't let it
bother me. ~ Monica Hall

•

It was definitely a great experience.
It was interesting seeing teams
from across the nation compete
against each other. I don’t think I
realized how much talent was out
there until going to a national
tournament. ~ Nancy Vickerson

•

I was so excited on the first day of
nationals. The feeling of
excitement/anticipation is not
new….most on this team competed
in three other national
tournaments…but even so, the
feeling does not diminish. It’s a
great feeling … excitement mixed
with anticipation to get on to the
court. ~ Ellie Wagner

•

To prepare for nationals we set a
goal for ourselves to help us strive
to do our very best. We practiced
multiple times a week in the gym as
well as practicing on the sand
courts. I worked out in the gym
several times and during practice
we worked hard and stayed
focused. ~ Sarah Malsch

•

The weeks leading up to nationals
were filled with tough practices
where we pushed each other to get
better, to achieve a higher level. It
was especially challenging since
most of us were in the middle of
preparing for SAT’s, state exams,
and school final exams. This
preparation was a mix of
dedication, effort, and confidencebuilding. ~ Ellie Wagner

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Legion Red
Caity DuPont
Legion Red made their fourth
appearance in the Women's Open this
year at USA Adult Nationals. Only five
teams competed in the Women’s Open
and we were proud to represent the
Ireva Region.
We were a bit low in numbers this year
as our team only consisted of seven
women! Emmy Blouin is our only team
member that has been with Legion Red
for all four years. She is a New
Hampshire alumnus and now plays
professionally in Europe. Caity DuPont,
a second year returner finished her
collegiate career at University of
Wisconsin this past fall. Katie
Lorenzen, who also played at the
University of Wisconsin, currently plays
overseas. Megan Schipper also finished
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her collegiate career and recently
graduated from the University of Iowa.
Katherine Whitney is a Colorado State
alumnus who also plays professionally
overseas. Caitlyn Jewell played at
Colorado State University- Pueblo.
Lauren Ditscheit recently graduated
from Loyola University in Chicago and
moved to New York making her our
only actual New Yorker on our team!
Our low numbers left us with four
outside hitters, two setters and only one
middle hitter! We were the shortest
team in the open division but luckily we
were able to make it work and had a
great time.
The other teams had the advantage of
larger roster with each position being
equally represented. Two of the teams
in the Women’s Open were the USA A2
teams that boast the top D1 athletes in
the country. Although we were upset
with the loss, we were excited to push a
few games into extra points against such

a talented team. Overall, we are proud
of the way we competed although our
wins and losses record may not
represent that. We ended up 0-6 but
every match that we played we were
tough competitors and enjoyed playing
together.
Final Scores for pool play were as
follows:
USA A2 Blue (0-3) 16-25, 17-25, 1425
Exterminators (0-3) 14-25, 23-25, 1925
Team Minnesota (0-3) 14-25, 23-25,
15-25
USA A2 Red (0-3) 20-25, 17-25, 23-25
Final scores for double elimination
during playoffs were as follows:
Team Minnesota (1-3) 16-25, 27-25,
28-30, 19-25
USA A2 Red (0-3) 25-27, 17-25, 1425

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Orange Crush
Angela
The 2010 Adult Open Nationals was a
big success for the Orange Crush
Women’s Volleyball team this year!
Our team came together early this
season and although we had not yet
played together with the entire team, we
were very optimistic that we would do
well as we had a lot of division I talent
and great personalities on the team. We
were right, we had a blast and played
very well together.
The anticipation of arriving in Phoenix,
AZ was more than we could handle,
almost all of us are beach players as
well, so we love the heat and could not
be more excited to leave Syracuse to
spend a week in the desert! We had a
couple of issues getting everyone into
the city due to the East Coast weather
delaying some flights. It had me a little
worried when our big right side and out
SETTER were unable to fly out until
Saturday morning!! But someone in the
USA Volleyball organization loves us
because we ended up with the afternoon
session and everyone was in town in
plenty of time to play at 4pm Saturday
in our first match of the tournament.
Phew!!
We began our nationals experience with
some poolside relaxation every morning
after our hotels awesome breakfast. We
got some much needed sun, a little nap
and then headed over to the gym to get
down to business. On the walk to the
Convention Center we were extremely
impressed with the city of Phoenix and
how clean it was, and everyone was
very friendly. The restaurants were
fantastic and the scenery (especially at
night) was gorgeous.
Once we got into the Convention Center
we were all ready to kick some butt and
see how we would come together as a
team. Our first match was a little crazy,
but showed a lot of potential. We were
pretty chaotic at the beginning of the
match, everyone was tight with nerves
and trying to get used to each other, but
we pulled out a game and took the top

team in our pool to 3 sets. We lost the
3rd set by 2 points and were happy that
we knew we were just a couple of
points away from doing what we came
to do. We knew if we could just settle
down a bit and trust each other we
would do well.
We did exactly that in our next match!!
We settled in, started getting used to
each other’s voices and reactions and
we looked much better. Still a little
jumpy, but we pulled out the win and
were optimistic for day 2!
The second day brought sunshine and
relaxation in the morning to prepare us
for our afternoon of volleyball. When
we arrived at the convention center on
Sunday we were much more confident
and had become a tighter unit already.
We won two of our matches and lost a
3rd to a team that was quite good and
had obviously been playing together for
a while. But the match was close so we
were ok with the loss and ready to come
out and win our gold play-in match the
next day!!
Unfortunately for us, we had the 9am
play-in match on Monday and we made
a bit of a bad decision to go out for a
few drinks Sunday night. We tried to be
responsible by designating one of our
more reliable players, our setter, as our
team mom to be the one to drag us out
of the bar when we started getting a bit
out of hand. She did a good job and
was able to get us all home at a decent
hour with most of us having only had a
few drinks, nothing a good night sleep
couldn’t cure. Unfortunately she
missed a couple of us and needless to
say the morning was a problem. We
played awful and completely tanked our
play-in match. After a big apology to
the team from the most hung-over
culprit and the realization of the fact
that we hadn’t laid by the pool prior to
playing could have contributed to us
playing off beat, we celebrated the fact
that our first bronze bracket match
wasn’t until 5pm and we all went
directly to the hotel to get poolside
asap! It must have worked because we
came out and played great and won that
match in 2 sets!! We were back on

th

track and ready for our 4 and final day
on Tuesday.
We woke up and went directly to the
pool for an hour of morning sun before
heading over to the gym. Today was
our last day of play and we were ready
to win the bronze bracket. We knew we
couldn’t finish any worse than being in
the top half overall so we wanted to get
as high a finishing place as possible.
And today we had fans to cheer us on!!
The boys team (Zero Gravity) was
finally in town, and were courtside to
cheer us on. We harnessed that extra
energy, and although one of our players,
our DS, had to leave that morning and
couldn’t play with us, one of our
middles stepped up and stepped in to
DS and did a wonderful job!! We won
our first match and were advanced to
the Bronze semi-finals. We had an even
larger cheering section for the semifinal and were pumped to play and beat
the team from Atlanta to advance to the
Finals. Unfortunately they were a welloiled machine, and although we played
very well and each set was close we lost
the match in 2 sets, by 2 points each
time!! Well, we were done, but we
were happy with our performance.
We found out that we finished 26th
overall at the A level and we were very
happy with that!! It was a better finish
than the last time we played in Atlanta,
and we are optimistic that we will do
even better in the 2011 tournament. We
hope to bring back the same team
without any real changes and continue
to build on what we did this year. We
did not want to leave the Phoneix sun,
and we were sad to say goodbye to each
other and go back to our lives in
different cities across the state of New
York, but we had a blast and made some
lasting memories and look forward to
2011!!

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Erin Erickson

let’s face it- I didn’t do much. I was 4
months pregnant at the time. But I do
remember a great dive I had on the first
day ☺

What do you get when you take
members from 4 different teams, no
middles and a pregnant lady? Pink
Karma! None of us were really sure
how we would do in Phoenix since we
never practiced together before the big
event. And with 3 outside hitters
rotating at middle- well, we knew it was
going to be interesting.

Finally the championship match in
Silver. We were playing a team that we
had played earlier on in the week. We
were ready. We could see the medals.
We could smell them! After 2 quick
sets, we had done our job. We had won
silver and we were thrilled. We raced
over to the podium to collect our medals
and have our pictures taken.

After a LONG flight, we finally made it.
We had our schedule and we were ready
to see what the 7 of us could do as Pink
Karma. We began Wednesday in pool
play and did very well. We went 2-1
and took our only loss in 3 sets. It was
disappointing to finish the day with that
loss since the 3rd set was 13-15. Oh
well- what can you do?

Sadly though, Silver Champions only
get a plaque- no medals. A plaque that
doesn’t even float in a pool. A plaque
that doesn’t even have our name on it.
But nonetheless, a PLAQUE. We won.
We were proud. We knew we could be
successful, but weren’t sure if we could
execute. And soon our picture will be
in the volleyball magazine that we all
get in the mail and everyone will know:

Pink Karma

Thursday went even better as we went
undefeated and eagerly waited for our
schedule for Friday. We found out we
would be playing a team from Boston
(our nemesis from last year) and went
home to get some rest

PINK KARMA
2010 SILVER CHAMPIONS

Friday didn’t start the way we had
hoped, as we lost to those Bostonians in
3 sets; the 3rd set going 12- 15. AgainHEARTBREAKING!!! The whole
team was frustrated, yet determined
more than ever to win silver. We
refocused and started thinking about the
medals. MEDALS!!!
As Friday finished up and Saturday
began, I kid you not when I say that all
Pink Karma could think about was
getting some medals. We didn’t care
what we had to do to win Silver- but we
were going to do it. Krista had some
amazing kills at very important times.
Sarah finally started letting balls go
OUT instead of using her patented
tomahawk move. Beth didn’t care what
she had to do to put the ball away- she
could feel the medal around her neck
already. Heidi put up some HUGE
blocks in middle. Christy took care of
business defensively. Kait…well she
threw up some great sets even if she did
yell at us a few times. And me- well

12
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On day 3 they had their first
single elimination match facing
another New England team,
BVA Swat Team. The women
came out very strong winning
the first game (25-17). BVA
came back strong in the second
and won pushing us to another
game 3 (20-25). Game 3 was a
marathon with the lead
changing back and forth for
most of the game. The RPI women dug
deep and took the game (24-22) making
it the first match that the RPI women
have won at the national tournament in
the years that I’ve been playing in it.
During this match our setter collided
with another player and got a slight
concussion. She finished out the match
but went to the trainer right after and
was not cleared to play the next match.

RPI Women
Ben Rosenthal (Head Coach)
This was my first year coaching the RPI
Women’s team. They had a successful
season this year playing in several
IREVA tournaments and even making
finals in a few. This year was not their
first trip to nationals but they did not go
last year.
When we first got to Phoenix and
checked in for the tournament we found
that we were in the same pool as Pink
Karma from our own region. With a
quick word to the organizers we were
switched to another pool and on our
way to beginning the tournament.
Pool play did not go very well for the
team as they lost every match in 2
games. Some were very close (26-28)
and others not so close. In their first
challenge match after losing the first
game to Spicy Hot (NE) the team came
back strong and won the second. They
fought hard in the third and ended up
losing the match (9-15) putting them
into the bronze bracket.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .
Schenectady
50’s
Jim Bishop
What you see on the internet isn't
always as advertised. Injuries and
scheduling conflicts led to recruiting
two players sight unseen. And as the
song almost goes, "one out of two ain't
bad." It took some time for us to mesh
as a team. But by the end of pool play
we were playing consistently and
gaining confidence. We ended up going
out in a hard fought match with the
eventual Silver Division runner ups.
But we weren't happy about the format
that had us only playing 14 games. It
left us wanting to play more.

pulled ahead and won the first game.
The second game was pretty much the
same with H n’B winning that as well
(17-25, 16-25). This ended our run in
the 2010 Open Championships.
Overall the women played very well
over the course of the entire tournament
and season and adjusted very well in
their final match without their setter. I
am looking forward to another season
with them and seeing how we can
improve during next season and at the
national tournament next year in Dallas.

The next match had us facing a team
from our region, Hang n’ Bang. We
went in to the match with momentum
from the match just won and with a
little rearranging of the lineup we were
set to take on H ‘n B. After a little
struggle adjusting to the new lineup, we
held our own sticking with H n’ B for
most of the game. They eventually

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.
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Schenectady 55’s
Jim Bishop
Success can be fleeting. Momentum
can change in an instant. A strong start
came to an abrupt halt after losing a
setter to injury. We adjusted, adjusted
again and rallied to finish second in our
pool. But again the fates were cruel.
We lost successive three game matches
to get knocked out of the Gold and then
Silver brackets. Expectations crashing
down, we still hung together and
everyone gave their best effort.
Doubles anyone?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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We certainly came out strong our first
game against Team Pepperocini (the
team that kicked out of the gold bracket
3 years ago), winning our first game 2520. But then they caught on to our
weaknesses and worked on exposing
them as much as possible. We lost the
1st hard fought match 25-20, 15-20, 1315. We finished off our first day going
1-2, but beating what ended up being
the top team in our pool.

Serves U Right
Prineet Amin
At least it was a dry heat! Yeah right!
Dry or not, it was HOT. You certainly
didn’t worry about spending much time
warming up before you played. The
walk over to the convention center was
all you needed. Besides the heat,
Phoenix was a blast and would love to
go there again. However, downtown
seemed a little uneventful at times.
Next time we know to go to Tempe to
have good time. Unfortunately our
team realized that the day before we had
to leave.

.

.

.

.

.

. .
T and
Crackers
Dmitri Gardner
Let me start by passing along a very
important observation and piece of
advice from one of our founding team
members: teams who think that
Nationals is about volleyball are
missing the point. Nationals is about so
much more than just volleyball, it's
about the entire experience. If you want
advice about how to perform best,
adhere to a curfew, get plenty of rest, be
as disciplined as possible, and win, you
should stop reading right now and go
read articles by the region's top
competitive teams, of which IREVA has
many and who performed admirably as
always. But if you want to know about
the full Nationals experience and getting
the most bang for your buck out of the
meager vacation time we all get each
year, read on.
Our competition will surely read the
above as an excuse for losing. But I
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Although finishing in the Bronze
bracket this year, we certainly had a fun
time. We hope to see everyone at
Nationals next year!

The 2nd day brought out some hope for
our team. Going 2-0 for the day we
defeated the next 2 teams 2-0 and 2-1.
This put us in the gold challenge.
Unfortunately, we wouldn’t win the
challenge but put up a good fight in 3
games. Bronze bracket, here we come.

Now the volleyball, the reason why we
really went to Phoenix…This year we
finally felt that we had a promising
team. Two new additional along with
some familiar faces; Prineet Amin –
OH, Roger Kou – OH, Aaron Taylor –
MB, Joe Wager – MB, Chris Kilmer –
S, Bob Burbank – RS, Colin Rose – DS.

.

going to have fun and know our
opponents and their playing styles.
Unfortunately, the outcome was not
what we hoped for. At least the tough,
close games provided the fans with
some entertainment. We would perish
to Final Approach in two games, 25-20,
26-24.

To our amazement, the first Bronze
game we have…we end up playing
against the team from our own region,
Final Approach! We were actually
excited to play against these guys.
Finally a game where we know we’re

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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only need remind them that the score
sheets and regional rankings show well
enough who's better than us on the
court, so there's no need for us to
pretend we're better than teams who are
clearly better than us. But when those
teams want to have a good time, usually
they end up borrowing our stickers.
OK? So can we move on?
Our trip started out precariously, as it so
often does, with a 5-hour delay at our
connecting city, Detroit. I was
(un)fortunate enough to have spent 12
quality hours between flights in Detroit
last year while traveling on business, so
I happened to know that DTW is host to
just about the best airport pub in the
country, the Guinness Irish Pub between
terminals A and B in the main
concourse. Since we had a few hours to
kill, we made ourselves at home and set
our sights on the first order of
competition for the tournament: to break
a 4-digit bar bill. We missed by half,
which reasonable people would have
viewed as a victory, but we are not
reasonable people. Hanging our heads

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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in shame from our first loss, the Pub
being a formidable competitor, and
walking not a little like people who just
spent 5 hours in an airport bar, we
headed to our gate knowing that we
would need to accept living to fight
another day.
Once onboard we found ourselves on
the business end of an important lesson
in good old American crowd control.
Now let's be clear, this is not the first
flight we've been on where we've been a
bit rowdy, and I've surely been on
flights with arguably rowdier people (I
was taking notes), but the head flight
attendant for whatever reason saw fit to
use a form of Shock-and-Awe discipline
on us that at the time seemed
completely out of line, but we must
remember that we'd just been in a 5round losing match against the Guinness
Pub, and she hadn't. So after a proper
Rogering by the flight attendant in
question, we decided to avoid jail time
and an altercation with U.S. Homeland
Security and just settled down (fell
asleep). I was on a flight once where a

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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guy refused to shut off his phone before
take-off, and got pretty belligerent about
it. The reaction by the airline personnel
was fast and furious; hell hath no scorn
like the fury of well-trained post-9/11
airline security staff. But I digress.
By the time we got to Phoenix and
checked into the hotel, it was 1am local
time (4am our time). And since we
needed to get up at 4am the next
morning, we immediately filed into the
hotel bar for a few rounds. A very few
hours and a short nap later we met up
with Mike O'Neil's dad Frank, a balloon
pilot who lives in Tucson, and headed
out in the van for our first officially
scheduled adventure. Ballooning
appealed to us instantly, before we had
even tried it, because not only was it an
activity in which our lives were at risk,
but we heard that the very first thing
you do when you land is drink
champagne (presumably because the
altitude saps your body of important
fluids and vitamins). Frank and his
ballooning and business partner Linda
were incredibly gracious hosts, and after
a few flights we settled down with beers
and champagne to learn all about the
origins and traditions behind ballooning.
Evidently the first balloonists got into
the habit of carrying champagne to
appease the property owners whom they
very often and predictably offended, a
lesson to which we ourselves could very
much relate.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Team Venom
Thanks for everything this year!
Another year of nationals completed,
and it was another tournament in which
we had our ups and downs. We started
out strong then ran out of steam at the
end. Our late nights (early mornings)
enjoying the Arizona atmosphere wore
us out especially when our "seasoned
players" tried to keep up with our

A few comments about the tournament
itself. USAV works hard to improve
the tournament year after year, and the
elimination of the ridiculously
unnecessary group captains' meeting
was a welcome value-add. As a city,
Phoenix was pretty lame, but to its
credit as a tournament city the
convention center is centrally-located
and compact, close to the hotels,
nightlife and public transportation, and
in this case close to ASU (hooray for
college girls), which are all the most
important features of a nationals city
(even for teams who go for the
volleyball). The players' party was
worse than lame, shame on the
organizers for that one. Once in a while
the tournament hosts a really great
party, but it's very rare. A choice of
Bud Light and Coors Light bottles does
not in our opinion constitute the
promised "excellent and affordable
drink specials". Look, if you don't
know how to throw a party, ask
someone who does.

So went the remainder of the trip, more
or less. There was some volleyball too,
as was discussed, but mostly that served
as temporary distraction from our true
mission. On the last day of play we
received a surprise visit by one of the
team's co-founders, Paul Pfleiderer, who
many of us hadn't seen for years. It was
great to catch up with old friends and
make many new ones. No arrests
occurred, and nobody was permanently

We ran out of beer at 7:30am, so we
decided to go have breakfast and enjoy

.

injured, so overall the trip was a great
success.

the rest of the day before match play
started the next day. Our first match
wasn't until 2:30pm the next day, so to
make sure we were in top form we
headed out to the local bars until they
kicked us out and told us to go home.
At the bars we debuted our newest
warmup concept (powder blue velour
track suits) and stickers (Choosy Moms
Choose...), which were the usual hit,
although admittedly the track suits were
a notable timid departure from a steady
7-year trend towards the increasingly
outrageous. Such is the challenge of
being trend-setters, it comes with the
grave responsibility to outdo ourselves
year after year, which, like pimpin', ain't
easy. Suffice to say stickers were
applied, drinks were ordered and
consumed, and several hours later our
outside hitter was advised by hotel
security that the hotel hallway was not
considered to be a suitable place to
sleep and was asked to go to his room,
which was by all accounts right in front
of him anyway. Some hotels are pickier
about that sort of thing than others, as it
turns out.

Continued from Page 14
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"young bucks". On a good note, we
were able to make an Arizona
Diamondbacks baseball game where our
middle got up front and personal with a
foul ball. Lucky for us, he was wearing
his souvenir helmet. All in all, a great
time was had by all, and we are looking
forward to next year when we can
hopefully finish the tournament as
strong as we start it. Thanks to all of the
IREVA administrators for their tireless
work throughout the season, and to the
USAV staff for putting on another great

For those IREVA players who have
never made it to Nationals, you're
missing the very best part of the season.
Just don't forget, if you think it's about
the volleyball then you're missing the
whole point.

.
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Nationals tournament. See you all next
season.
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Zero Gravity
The Zero Gravity Volleyball Club had
another successful nationals -- this year
traveling to Phoenix, AZ to compete in
the BB level of USA Volleyball
Championships. Our team this year
featured many new players including
Drew Lewandowski (Setter), Corey
Hine (OH), Eric Chase (OH), Scott
Tucker (MB), and Sean Porta (Libero).
All told, we had a full roster of nine
guys - plenty of talent, we just had to
figure out how to fit the pieces together.
Unfortunately, one of our key pieces
(our setter!) was delayed getting to
Phoenix due to weather conditions in
Buffalo (who knew they had weather
there?) Luckily for us, we were destined
for the afternoon bracket, so Drew was
able to arrive late and still get some rest
before our first match.
Day one highlights included...finishing
the day. Our team definitely came out
flat against some weaker teams in our
pool. We finished the day showing a
little fire, .losing
. our. final
. match
. .in a . .
hard fought 16-14 third game loss. We
lost the match, but we knew things were
starting to gel. We reminded ourselves
that most of us had not played together
since April.

. .

We went home and immediately went to
bed to rest up for day two. Ok, so
maybe we didn’t immediately head
home. We did travel all the way to
Arizona; we couldn’t leave without a
little of the Phoenix night life. First -our team had heard rumors of a Greek
Meat Platter (GMP). Clearly, we had to
conquer this beast if we were to conquer
our BB opponents. After handily
polishing off the enormous platter, we
rolled ourselves into the Matador, a
small Mexican bar/restaurant that
featured margaritas on tap. After
several pitchers of salty refreshment, the
team split up and went back to our
hotels, ready to take on day 2.
Day 2 immediately started off better;
everyone could tell the energy was
flowing in the team again. We won our
first match against a solid BVA team.
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The match went 3 games, but we were
solidly in control of game three the
entire time. Our next match pitted us
against the BB Gold Division
champions from several years ago -Team Rambo. We’ve seen these guys
for a number of years, and always had
good matches against them. We went
three games again, but this time ran out
of steam in the third game, losing 15-8.
Our pride still intact, we took on our
final opponent in the pool. Team
Rockford Overkill was currently sitting
in first place in our pool, but with many
close matches, a win by us would knock
Rockford Overkill from first to third
overall. We were down big in the third
game, 11-6. Our team started blaming
each other for mistakes -- highlighted
by the classic Eric Chase line, “Jeff -- if
you reach for the block again, I’m going
to rip your arms off!”. Jeff (who has
two kids) met this fiery accusation by
taking control of game three -- not with
blocking, but by serving off 9 straight
points. Our defense finally starting to
come together, we pulled that match out
15-11 in the third game. Despite our
efforts, we still came out of our pool in
. place.
. . Looking
. . back
. at .the math,
. . if .
7th
we had won two more matches (which
were lost by a total of only 4 points),
Zero Gravity could have been ranked
first in the pool. With that token of
knowledge, we knew that despite our
record, we could play with any of our
upcoming opponents.
To celebrate our epic comeback in our
final match, the team packed up and
headed out to the Tempe area to see
some other scenery offered by Phoenix.
We found a local Mexican restaurant
and asked the server, “How long for a
table of 20?” After a surprisingly short
wait, we sat down with fellow IREVA
team R*ckstar for a nice team dinner
and kickoff to the double elimination
round of the championships.
Day three of the tournament was all
about championship purple. From the
first match of the day, we knew that
with each match we won, we came
closer to competing in the royal purple
jerseys reserved for the final day of
competition. For anyone who forgot,
Nathan Rose was there to remind them.

“Two more matches to championship
purple. Two more games to
championship purple. One. more.
game...Three points. O.n.e. p.o.i.n.t.
CHAMPIONSHIP PURPLE!!!”
That’s right. Day three of the
tournament was when Zero Gravity
really stepped up and played their best
volleyball. No one was worried about
playing time or who was on the court.
The only goal was getting to day four
for the opportunity to represent IREVA
in our beautiful purple jerseys. This is
what we had come for. This made the
trip worth it. Day three was a full day -four matches of tough, gritty volleyball.
The day was capped off by a rematch
against Rockford Overkill, the team we
narrowly escaped in the final day of our
pool play. Rockford Overkill had come
hungry to avenge their loss, but Zero
Gravity held tough against them,
winning in two sets this time 25-20 and
25-17. We had arrived.
That night, our whole team came
together again for a full team dinner.
Again, we met up with IREVA team
. . . and.found
. another
. . restaurant
.
R*ckstar,
with seating for 20 people. Some
players even chose to attend dinner
wearing their new purple jerseys (there
are rumors that some players even wore
matching underwear -- but these are
unconfirmed). Everyone was in good
spirits, and Jeff still had his arms safely
attached.
The final day was a bit of a letdown.
We played Team Rambo again in the
Bronze Division semifinals. We played
tough, but just ran out of gas against a
solid team. We wore our purple jerseys
with pride, but were unable to put away
the match. This left us a solid 19th in
our division, much better than we would
have expected coming out of our first
day.
Overall the trip was a huge success.
Corey and Drew (both newbies to the
USA Volleyball Championships) had a
great time. Everyone is looking forward
to next year, for another chance to take
down Team Rambo...possibly in purple?
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